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Abstract
Prior constant-load exercise performed for 30-min at or above maximal lactate steady state
(MLSSp) significantly impairs subsequent time-to-task failure (TTF) compared with TTF
performed without prior exercise. We tested the hypothesis that TTF would decrease in relation to
the intensity and the duration of prior exercise compared to a baseline TTF trial. Eleven individuals
(6 men, 5 women, 28 ± 8 yrs) completed the following tests on a cycle ergometer (randomly
assigned after MLSSp was determined): i) a ramp-incremental test, ii) a baseline TTF trial
performed at 80% of peak power (TTFb), iii) five 30-min constant-PO rides at 5% below lactate
threshold (LT-5%), halfway between LT and MLSSp (Delta50), 5% below MLSSp (MLSS-5%),
MLSSp, and 5% above MLSSp (MLSS+5%), and iv) 15- and 45-min rides at MLSSp (MLSS15 and
MLSS45, respectively). Each condition was immediately followed by a TTF trial at 80% of peak
power. Compared to TTFb (330 ± 52s), there was 8.0 ± 24.1, 23.6 ± 20.2, 41.0 ± 14.8, 52.2 ± 18.9,
and 75.4 ± 7.4% reduction in TTF following LT-5%, Delta50, MLSS-5%, MLSSp, and MLSS+5%,
respectively. Following MLSS15 and MLSS45 there were 29.0 ± 20.1 and 69.4 ± 19.6% reductions
in TTF, respectively (P <0.05). It is concluded that TTF is reduced following prior exercise of
varying duration at MLSSp and at submaximal intensities below MLSS.
Novelty
•

Prior constant-PO exercise, performed at intensities below MLSSp, reduces subsequent
TTF performance.

•

Subsequent TTF performance is reduced in a linear fashion following an increase in the
duration of constant-PO exercise at MLSSp.

Key Words: Performance, exercise intensity domains, maximal lactate steady state, time to task
failure, exercise tolerance, fatigue

Introduction
The lactate threshold (LT) and the critical intensity of exercise (commonly estimated by measures
of maximal lactate steady state (MLSS) or critical power (CP) (Jamnick et al. 2020; Black et al.
2017), partition the exercise intensity spectrum into three domains of intensity: moderate (<LT),
heavy (>LT but <MLSS/CP), and severe (>MLSS/CP) (Whipp 1994). The physiological responses
to exercise performed in each of these domains are highly predictable (Black et al. 2017), such that
this intensity domain “schema” represents a useful tool to prescribe and “normalize” the exercise
intensity (i.e., metabolic stimulus) amongst individuals (Iannetta et al. 2020; Jamnick et al. 2020).
From this perspective, the metabolic and neuromuscular perturbations associated with constantPO exercise performed within each intensity domain have been well characterized (Black et al.
2017; Keir et al. 2016; Cannon et al. 2011). Briefly, within the moderate-intensity domain,
exercise is sustainable with a steady-state V̇O2 response, a small contribution of anaerobic
metabolism limited to the short kinetic phase of V̇O2, and no major changes in the concentration
of exercise-induced metabolites (i.e., lactate) in muscle and blood compared to baseline (Cannon
et al. 2011; Black et al. 2017). Within the heavy-intensity domain the attainment of V̇O2 steadystate can be delayed by as much as 15-min and is associated with an overall acceleration of the
glycolytic rate, which leads to increased levels of exercise-induced metabolites in muscle and
blood compared to baseline (Black et al. 2017). Exercise within the severe-intensity domain is
characterised by a V̇O2 that projects to its maximum and marked changes in exercise-induced
metabolites that accumulate in muscle and blood (Black et al. 2017; Cannon et al. 2011; Iannetta,
Inglis, et al. 2018; Burnley, Vanhatalo, and Jones 2012; Schäfer, Hayes, and Dekerle 2019).
Therefore, while neuromuscular fatigue is modest, or absent, in the moderate-intensity domain, it
becomes increasingly apparent with exercise in the heavy- and severe-intensity domain (Black et

al. 2017; Cannon et al. 2011). Despite these observations, it is poorly understood how exercise
performed at specific domain-derived intensities affects cycling performance within the severeintensity domain (as measured by a time-to-task failure (TTF) trial).
We have previously demonstrated that 30-min of cycling at the power output (PO) corresponding
to MLSS and at 10 W above MLSS reduced subsequent TTF performance by ~40% and ~65%,
respectively, in relation to a control TTF trial with no prior exercise (Iannetta, Inglis, et al. 2018).
Additionally, Clark et al. (2018) have shown that two hours of cycling within the heavy-intensity
domain reduced the PO associated with predicted CP (~8%) and the capacity to perform work
above CP by ~20%. Collectively, these observations suggest that exercise performed below
MLSS/CP can impair subsequent performance, and that small increases in sustained intensity
exacerbate this impairment. In other words, the magnitude of the impairment on subsequent
performance is different across the intensity domains. From these observations, it could be
hypothesized a progressive impairment in the capacity to perform exercise as the intensity (across
domains) or duration (for a given workload) of exercise increases. To our knowledge, no study has
evaluated the changes in TTF performance following systematic and progressive changes in
domain-derived intensities and durations in the same group of individuals. Investigating the
changes in TTF is important as it could clarify the effect that intensity and duration of prior
exercise have on subsequent TTF performance and be informative for coaches and practitioners
when prescribing exercise and predicting residual exercise capacity within the severe-intensity
domain.
In addition to the physiological responses discussed above, perceptual responses may also be
related to subsequent exercise capacity within the severe-intensity domain (Pageaux and Lepers
2016; Noakes 2004). The rate of perceived exertion (RPE) increases with exercise intensity across

the different domains and is postulated to reflect the integration of afferent feedback from
exercising and non-exercising muscles as well as corollary discharge rate (Pires et al. 2011;
Pageaux and Lepers 2016). Consequently, RPE may be used to determine the proximity of an
individual to their sensory tolerance limit (i.e., TTF) (Pageaux and Lepers 2016). For example,
Pires et al. (2011) demonstrated that the slope of the increase in RPE during constant-PO exercise
accurately predicted TTF. As the sensory tolerance limit is heavily influenced by the metabolic
status of the muscle (Pageaux and Lepers 2016; Hureau, Romer, and Amann 2018), it is of interest
to also understand the relationship between [La-]b and any reduction in TTF. As RPE can increase
despite [La-]b remaining stable during constant-load exercise (Iannetta, Inglis, et al. 2018), it is
possible that RPE but not [La-]b is associated with subsequent changes in TTF.
The aim of the present study was to: (i) assess whether a reduction in TTF performance occurs
following 30-min constant-PO exercise performed at normalized, domain-derived intensities
(same duration, different intensity), particularly at sub-MLSS intensities, (ii) assess whether a
reduction in TTF performance occurs following prior constant-PO exercise performed for different
durations at MLSSp (same intensity, different duration); and (iii) determine whether physiological
measures and RPE immediately after a bout of prior exercise were associated with a subsequent
reduction in TTF. We hypothesized that there would be a reduction in TTF performance as the
intensity of exercise for a fixed duration increased. We also hypothesised that increasing the
duration of prior exercise at a fixed intensity would lead to a progressive reduction in TTF
performance; and (iii) by then exploring differences between intensity and duration of prior
exercise, we also hypothesized that RPE, but not [La-]b, would be predictive of the reductions in
TTF.

Methods
Participants
Eleven recreationally active and well-trained men (n=6) and women (n=5) (28 ± 8 yrs, 67.9 ± 9.0
kg), who took part in endurance-based exercise at least three times per week voluntarily
participated in this study. Participants were non-smokers, non-obese (BMI ≤ 30 kg/m2) and were
not undergoing any medical treatment. Prior to testing, each participant completed the CSEP
Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PAR-Q+) and provided written informed consent. All
procedures were approved by the Conjoint Health and Research Ethics Board of the University of
Calgary (REB18-1890).
Experimental Design
All participants completed all testing procedures on an electromagnetically braked cycle ergometer
(Velotron; RacerMate, Seattle, WA), in an environmentally controlled room (temperature: 19-20°
C; humidity: 50-60%), at a similar time of the day (±30 min). The visits to the laboratory included,
i) one ramp-incremental test to task failure, ii) five 30-min constant-PO rides at 5% below LT (LT5%),

halfway between LT and MLSSp (Delta50), 5% below MLSSp (MLSS-5%), MLSSp, and 5%

above MLSSp (MLSS+5%). Each of these rides was preceded by a 4-min 50 W baseline period and
immediately followed by a TTF trial (i.e., TTFLT-5%, TTFDelta50, TTFMLSS-5%, TTFMLSSp, and
TTFMLSS+5%, respectively), iii) 15- and 45-min constant-PO rides at MLSSp immediately followed
by a TTF trial (TTFMLSS15 and TTFMLSS45, respectively), and iv) a baseline TTF trial (TTFb),
serving as “control” condition, only preceded by a 4-min 50 W baseline. After the rampincremental test and the determination of MLSSp, the remaining visits were performed in a
randomized order. All tests were performed over the course of five consecutive weeks with a
minimum of 48 hours between each visit (see below for order of visits). For each testing session,

participants were able to view their cycling cadence but were blinded to the condition they were
performing, the PO and elapsed time. Moreover, participants were not provided with any feedback
related to their performance before concluding the study. Prior to each visit, participants were
instructed to avoid the consumption of food and caffeinated beverages for at least 2 and 8 hours,
respectively, and to abstain from vigorous physical activity for 24 hours. Participants were also
asked to maintain a similar diet throughout the course of the study, self-recording what they ate
the day before and day of each laboratory visit.
Ramp-incremental test. On the first visit to the laboratory, participants completed a rampincremental test to task failure. The session began with a 4-min baseline at 20 W, followed by a
moderate step-transition (6 min at 100 W) to facilitate the accurate computation of the V̇O2 mean
response time (MRT) of the ramp-incremental test (Iannetta, Murias, and Keir 2019). Immediately
following the moderate step-transition, participants cycled for 4 min at 50 W leading to the
incremental portion of the test (25 W∙min-1 for women (1 W every 2.4 s) and 30 W∙min-1 (1 W
every 2 s) for men). The test was stopped once participants reached volitional exhaustion or when
the cycling cadence dropped below 70 rpm for longer than ten consecutive seconds, despite strong
verbal encouragement.
Constant-PO trials. The second laboratory visit consisted of cycling for 30 min at each
participant’s predicted MLSSp. MLSSp prediction was based on a mathematical model developed
in our laboratory (see Iannetta et al. (Iannetta, Fontana, et al. 2018)). MLSSp was established as
the highest PO where [La-]b between the 10th and 30th minute differed by no more than 1 mmol∙L1

(Beneke 2003). When the [La-]b between the 10th and 30th minute differed by greater or less than

(or equal to) 1 mmol∙L-1, the PO was decreased or increased by 5%, respectively, for the
subsequent visit. Upon the determination of MLSSp and the completion of the corresponding

confirmation ride (i.e., MLSS+5% and/or MLSS-5%), the remaining conditions were performed in a
randomized order and consisted of cycling either at a constant-PO for 30 min at LT-5%, Delta50,
MLSS-5%, for 15 or 45 min at MLSSp, or TTFb. For all conditions, the constant-PO rides were
initiated after a 4-min baseline at 50 W; during these rides participants were instructed to cycle
consistently at their preferred cadence determined during the ramp-incremental test.
Time-to-exhaustion trials. Each constant-PO condition was followed by a TTF trial in the severeintensity domain. 10 s before the end of the constant-PO ride, participants were informed that the
TTF trial was about to begin. The PO for this TTF trial corresponded to 80% of the peak power
(POpeak) from the ramp-incremental test. The intensity of 80% PPO for the TTF trials was selected
to ensure severe-intensity domain exercise (Iannetta et al. 2019, 2020). The TTFb condition was
proceeded by a 4-min baseline at 50 W only and conducted randomly after determination of
MLSSp. All TTF trials were stopped when participants reached volitional exhaustion, or their
cadence dropped below 70 rpm for 10 s.
Data collection
Breath-by-breath gasexchange and ventilatory variables were measured continuously during each
testing session with a metabolic cart (Quark CPET, Cosmed, Rome, Italy). Calibration of the
system was performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions with a 3-L syringe and a
standard gas mixture (16% O2, 5% CO2, and balance N2). For measures of [La-]b, a 20 µL fingerprick blood sample was collected into a capillary tube and immediately analysed (EKF Biosen CLine Analyzer, EKF Diagnostics, Barleben, Germany). For each condition, [La-]b was assessed
during the 4-min baseline phase, every 5 min of each constant-PO ride, and immediately after each
TTF trial. At the 10th and 30th min of the constant-PO rides, three blood samples were taken in
rapid succession, and the two closest measures were averaged for subsequent analyses. The 0-10

Borg scale (Borg 1982) was used to measure RPE at the same time points as the [La-]b
measurements.
Data and Statistical Analyses
Ventilatory and gas exchange variables. For each ramp-incremental test, the raw ventilatory and
gas exchange variables were plotted against V̇O2 to estimate LT (Beaver, Wasserman, and Whipp
1986). LT corresponded to the point at which carbon dioxide output (V̇CO2) began to increase out
of proportion in relation to V̇O2, coincidentally with a systematic rise in the ventilation (V̇E)/V̇O2
ventilatory equivalent and end-tidal PO2, whilst the V̇E/V̇CO2 ventilatory equivalent and end-tidal
PCO2 were stable (Beaver, Wasserman, and Whipp 1986). To accurately identify the PO
associated with the estimated LT, the ramp-V̇O2 was corrected by the MRT to account for the
muscle-lung transit time delay and the kinetics of V̇O2 at ramp-onset (Iannetta, Murias, and Keir
2019).
After the raw ventilatory and gas-exchange variables were edited on the basis of V̇O2 (Lamarra et
al. 1987), peak V̇O2 (V̇O2peak) was computed from the highest 30-s rolling average during the
ramp-incremental test. The same strategy was employed to determine V̇O2peak, as well as the peak
V̇E, respiratory exchange rate (RER), breathing frequency (fR), and heart rate response during each
TTF trial. POpeak corresponded to the highest PO value at the end of the ramp-incremental test. To
compute the average V̇O2, V̇E, fR, and RER response during each constant-PO ride, the last 5 min
of each condition were averaged.
Total Work. The total work for each constant-PO condition, including each TTF trial, was
calculated as follows.
Total Work (kJ) = time (s) x power output (W) / 1000

Statistical Analyses
Sample size was calculated based on means and SD for TTF (s) following constant-PO exercise at
MLSSp and MLSS+10W from previously published data (Iannetta, Inglis, et al. 2018). Considering
a type I error rate of 5% (2-tailed) and a power of 80%, the minimum sample size required to
identify significant differences between conditions was 10 participants. Data are presented as
means ± SD, and all statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 25 (SPSS, IBM,
Chicago, IL). For the five 30-min constant-PO conditions, a repeated-measures ANOVA was used
to compare: i) the absolute duration of each TTF trial, ii) the reduction in each TTF trial, expressed
as a percentage of TTFb; iii) V̇O2, V̇E, [La-]b, and RPE responses at the 30th minute of each
constant-PO condition; iv) the average V̇O2, V̇E, fR, RER responses during each constant-PO
condition; and v) the total work performed during each constant-PO condition and subsequent TTF
trial. The same comparisons were used to evaluate responses for the three durations of cycling at
MLSSp, and for the comparison of V̇O2 and V̇E at iso-time in these rides (i.e., 15th minute of
MLSS15, MLSSp, and MLSS45). Prior to performing the repeated-measures ANOVAs, all
assumptions were met (independence between samples, normality of distribution, and sphericity).
For all repeated-measures ANOVA, when a main effect was found a Bonferroni post hoc was
performed and statistical significance was accepted at α < 0.05.
For each individual, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used to assess the relationship
between the percent reduction in TTF performance and, i) RPE, ii) [La-]b, and iii) V̇E, measured at
the end of each constant-PO condition, iv) the constant-PO duration at MLSSp, and v) the total
work performed during each constant-PO duration at MLSSp. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient
was also used to evaluate the association between RPE and V̇E at the end of each constant-PO
condition.

Results
The average POpeak at the end of the ramp-incremental cycling test was 336 ± 59 W and the derived
80% of POpeak used for the TTF trials was 269 ± 47 W. Table 1 presents the average for each
constant-PO condition, as well as the corresponding responses in V̇O2, RER, V̇E, and fR.
Profiles of V̇O2 as well as of V̇E, [La-]b, and RPE during each constant-PO condition are displayed
in Figure 1. During each 30-min trial, the V̇O2 and V̇E responses at the 30th minute of each exercise
intensity were all different from each other (Figure 1, A and C, respectively). No difference was
found in the V̇O2 at the end of each MLSSp condition of different duration (F (2,20) = 1.63, P =
0.221) (Figure 1, B). The V̇E at the end of MLSS15 was lower than both MLSSp and MLSS45 rides
(P = 0.001, and P = 0.001, respectively), with no difference found between MLSSp and MLSS45
(P > 0.05) (Figure 1, D). Moreover, no difference was found at iso-time for V̇O2 (F (2,20) = 0.18,
P = 0.982) or V̇E (F (2,20) = 0.17, P = 0.843) (i.e., assessed at the 15th minute of MLSS15, MLSSp,
and MLSS45). As the intensity of each constant-PO ride increased up to MLSSp, progressively
higher but stable [La-]b responses were observed (F (4,40) = 87.54, P = 0.000) (Figure 1, E). The
Bonferroni post-hoc revealed that all pairwise differences among means were significant (P <
0.05). A disproportionate increase in [La-]b occurred during MLSS+5% compared to all other
conditions (P < 0.05). [La-]b values recorded at the end of MLSS15, MLSSp, and MLSS45 were
different from one another (F (2,20) = 7.31, P = 0.004) (Figure 1, F). The Bonferroni post-hoc
revealed that [La-]b at the end of MLSSp was greater than the [La-]b at the end of MLSS15 (P =
0.004). The RPE responses throughout each constant-PO condition are shown in Figure 1 (G and
H).
Peak ventilatory and gas exchange, heart rate, [La-]b, and perceptual responses during the rampincremental and each TTF trial are shown in Table 2. The percent reduction in TTF with respect

to TTFb is shown in Figure 2 (A-D). The mean reduction in TTF performance after each 30-min
constant-PO ride, plotted against each 30-min condition expressed as a percentage of MLSSp,
decreased curvilinearly (Figure 2, C). Conversely, a linear decrease was observed in response to
different exercise durations at MLSSp (Figure 2, D). The total amount of work performed during
each constant-PO condition and TTF trial are shown in Figure 4 (A, B), as well as the reduction in
TTF in relation to the total amount of work completed during each constant-PO condition (C, D).
An analysis of variance showed that the effect of total work (30-min constant-PO condition + TTF)
was significant (F (1,10) = 35.68, P = 0.000). A Bonferroni post-hoc revealed that the total work
during LT-5% + TTFLT-5% was less than all other 30-min conditions (P < 0.001) (Table 1, Figure 4,
A). The analysis of variance indicated that the effect of total work, completed for each duration
condition at MLSSp when including each corresponding TTF trial, were significant (F (2,20) =
438.13, P = 0.000). The Bonferroni post-hoc revealed that all pairwise differences among means
were significant (P = 0.000) (Table 1, Figure 4, B).
The relationship between the percent reduction in the different TTF trials and [La-]b and RPE
recorded immediately prior to each TTF trial is presented in Figure 3. The percent reduction in
TTF, for each individual, with increasing intensity of the constant-PO rides was strongly correlated
to the progressive increase in [La-]b (r= -0.93 ± 0.04) and RPE (r= -0.93 ± 0.07) (Figure 3, A and
C). However, for the MLSS15, MLSSp, and MLSS45 conditions (Figure 3, B and D), the reduction
in TTF performance was correlated with RPE (r = -0.79 ± 0.41) but not [La-]b (r = -0.18 ± 0.59).
The percent reduction in TTF performance with increasing intensity and duration of the constantPO rides, for each individual, was strongly correlated to the progressive increase in V̇E (r = -0.94
± 0.06 and -0.79 ± 0.22, respectively). The relationship between V̇E and RPE, immediately prior
to each TTF trial, was strongly correlated following an increase in intensity of the constant-PO

rides (r = 0.96 ± 0.03), whereas a moderate correlation was found following an increase in the
duration at MLSSp (r = 0.68 ± 0.27).
Discussion
The current investigation shows that prior exercise performed at a range of specific, domainderived intensities (i.e., LT-5%, Delta50 (midway between LT and MLSSp), MLSS-5%, MLSSp, and
MLSS+5%) and a range of durations (i.e., 15, 30, and 45 min at MLSSp) progressively impairs
subsequent cycling performance within the severe-intensity domain, and that this impairment is
predictable by the RPE levels measured prior to TTF trial.
Reduction in cycling performance following exercise at different intensities and durations.
Following 30 min of cycling at a constant-PO, there was a progressive impairment in TTF
performance with increasing exercise intensity (LT-5%:~ 8% , Delta50: ~ 24%, MLSS-5%: ~ 41%,
and MLSSp: ~ 52%, MLSS+5%: ~75 %) (Figure 2, A and C). When these distinct reductions in TTF
performance were plotted against each constant-PO expressed as a percentage of MLSSp, a
curvilinear downward pattern seemed to emerge (Figure 2, C). Regardless, all prior intensities of
exercise investigated herein significantly impaired subsequent TTF performance in the severeintensity domain, in relation to a TTF trial without prior exercise. Interestingly, this observation is
true even following 30 min of exercise in the moderate-intensity domain, within which depletion
of substrates and accumulation of metabolites during such exercise is likely minimal (Black et al.
2017). Moreover, manipulating the duration of the exercise also had marked effects on TTF
performance (Figure 2, B and D). Indeed, as the duration of exercise at MLSSp was increased
(from 15, to 30, and to 45 min), the TTF performance was reduced in a seemingly linear pattern
(from ~ 29%, to ~ 52%, and to ~ 69 %) (Figure 2, D). This finding demonstrates that changes in

intensity and duration pose different challenges that contribute differently in the reduction of
subsequent TTF performance.
During submaximal exercise (in the moderate- and heavy-intensity domains), the amplitude of the
changes in intramuscular substrates and metabolites from baseline become progressively greater
with increasing metabolic rates (Jones, Wilkerson, and Fulford 2008; Rossiter et al. 2002).
However, while in the moderate- and heavy-intensity domains the metabolic milieu remains
relatively stable, exercise within the severe-intensity domain results in an inexorable fall in
substrate availability (i.e., [PCr]) and accumulation of metabolites (i.e., [Pi], [ADP], and [H+])
(Black et al. 2017; Jones, Wilkerson, and Fulford 2008; Vanhatalo et al. 2016; Rossiter et al. 2002;
Fitts 2008), such that, independently of the external workload (i.e., PO), exercise performed within
the severe-intensity domain typically culminates with the attainment of a consistent intramuscular
metabolic milieu (Jones and Vanhatalo 2017). Therefore, the progressive reduction in TTF
performance might be explained by the fact that various TTF trials were initiated from
progressively higher levels of metabolic perturbation leading to the attainment of this “critical”
metabolic milieu being reached earlier (Jones and Vanhatalo 2017). Interestingly, the combined
mechanical work expressed during the 30-min constant-PO rides and subsequent TTF trials were
not different across conditions, except for LT-5% (Figure 4, A), suggesting an inextricable link
between the level of metabolic perturbations in the heavy-intensity domain and exercise capacity
within the severe-intensity domain.
From inspecting the group mean data, it seems that the pattern of reduction in TTF was curvilinear
(Figure 2, C), suggesting that slight increases of prior intensity can lead to disproportionate
reductions of exercise capacity within the severe-intensity domain. Additional studies may be
required to resolve the exact pattern of reduction in TTF following prior exercise performed at

different exercise intensities. However, it is notable that our observed response is consistent with
the exponential nature of the power-duration curve, as increases in PO in the severe-intensity
domain have disproportionate effects on tolerable durations of exercise compared to those in the
other domains (i.e., moderate and heavy) (Poole et al. 2016). Regardless, Passfield and Doust
(2000) demonstrated that cycling efficiency declines during sustained exercise within the
moderate-intensity domain and that this decline is highly correlated with subsequent severeintensity performance. Similarly, Cannon et al. (2011) and more recently Keir et al. (2016) have
reported a close association between the progression of the V̇O2 slow component and the time
course of peripheral fatigue, demonstrating a link between the development of metabolic
inefficiency and the capacity of the muscle to sustain the required levels of force. These studies
could suggest that, as these metabolic inefficiencies become progressively greater with increasing
metabolic rates, they could contribute to the disproportional reduction in capacity in the severeintensity domain.
Collectively, the findings of the present study indicate that the effects of intensity and duration
should be considered separately when comparing or prescribing varying exercise bouts or
evaluating their impact on subsequent performance. Specifically, it appears that an increase in
intensity of prior exercise (even if prior exercise is matched for total work) has a greater
detrimental consequence than an increase in duration (at least within the time durations tested
herein) (Figure 4). As previously discussed, this reflects the greater physiological stress of an
increase in intensity, and it may offer partial support to the observation that varying the intensity
and duration of exercise training can alter the magnitude of adaptation in V̇O2max (Seiler et al.
2013).

Lactate and perceptual responses: relationship with time-to-exhaustion performance.
An interesting finding of the present study is the relationship between [La-]b and RPE, assessed
immediately prior to each TTF trial, and the reduction in exercise capacity within the severeintensity domain. As the intensity of the constant-PO trials increased, the percent reduction in TTF
performance was also strongly correlated with both the progressive increase in [La-]b and RPE
(Figure 3, A and C). The progressive increase in [La-]b at the end of each exercise intensity
condition (from LT-5% to MLSS+5%) is indicative of an increasing glycolytic flux leading to some
level of metabolites accumulation (Stainsby 1986) (Figure 1, E).
However, although there were strong associations between both [La-]b and RPE and TTF
performance for the 30-min exercise bouts (performed at different intensities), the decline in TTF
performance following progressively longer rides (at MLSSp) provide a different perspective. At
the end of each duration condition performed at MLSSp, the reduction in TTF performance was
associated with RPE (Figure 3, D) but was not with [La-]b (Figure 3, B). This lack of relationship
would indicate that a given [La-]b is not necessarily predictive of a reduction in subsequent TTF
performance (Figure 3, B), and may suggest that other factors in addition to the ones related to the
metabolic status of exercising muscles may be responsible for the reduction in TTF performance.
Several studies have shown that RPE during constant-PO exercise increases linearly with the
duration to task-failure (Horstman et al. 1979; Baldwin et al. 2003; Eston et al. 2007; Pires et al.
2011; Pageaux and Lepers 2016). The present study shows that RPE at the end of each constantPO ride (regardless of intensity or duration) negatively correlates with reductions in TTF
performance. Therefore, these findings may support the sensory tolerance limit model of fatigue,
as it has been suggested that RPE is reflective of the integration of a diverse range of peripheral
and central feedback and feedforward responses to exercise (Pageaux and Lepers 2016; Gibson

et al. 2003; Hureau, Romer, and Amann 2018). As RPE responses increase with increasing
exercise intensities and durations, it is not surprising that levels of RPE strongly predict
reductions in TTF performance. In addition to this, V̇E, a response argued to be affected by
central and peripheral responses (Hureau, Romer, and Amann 2018; Amann et al. 2010; Fukuba
et al. 2007; Bruce and White 2012), has been shown to influence RPE, especially as the intensity
of exercise increases (Robertson 1982). Consequently, several studies have established a strong
relationship between RPE and V̇E during exercise (Robertson 1982; Noble et al. 1973; Edwards
et al. 1972; Nicoló et al. 2014). Consistent with these findings, we found a strong association
between RPE and V̇E at the end of each constant-PO condition, regardless of its intensity and
duration. Moreover, V̇E at the end of each constant-PO condition was strongly correlated with
the reduction in subsequent TTF performance (r = -0.94 ± 0.06 and -0.79 ± 0.22 for intensities
and durations correlations, respectively). Taken together, these data may indicate a role for both
peripheral (i.e., metabolic state of the muscle) and central mechanisms (i.e., corollary discharge)
affecting subsequent exercise capacity within the severe-intensity domain.
Practical implications: total mechanical work
The practical implications of this study arise from the observation that TTF is increasingly
compromised by 30 min of prior exercise, even when the intensity of the preceding rides may not
be necessarily considered highly demanding. Interestingly, the decrease in TTF though related to
the duration, is unrelated to the total work done in the prior exercise bout (Figure 4, A). The
latter observation is particularly important as many studies use total work done as the basis for
comparing different exercise bouts or programs. Indeed, the concept of training load,
increasingly used to prescribe, monitor and evaluate athletes’ training, also normalises for total
work done or its equivalent. The findings of the present study indicate these practices might not

be correct (Nicolò, Passfield, and Sacchetti 2016) and that the confound may lie in the need to
consider the influence of exercise duration separately from intensity (Kesisoglou, Nicolò, and
Passfield 2020; Seiler et al. 2013). Another notable finding from the present study is the strong
relationship between RPE and subsequent TTF that was present across a range of exercise
intensities and durations (Figure 3, C and D). In contrast, the same strength of relationship was
not apparent for [La-], implying that following prior exercise, TTF is more strongly influenced
by perceived exertion than the metabolic milieu.
Conclusion
This study characterized the effects of prior exercise performed at different intensities and
durations on subsequent TTF performance. Notably, when a bout of exercise was performed at
sub-MLSS intensities, subsequent performance was reduced. We found a strong correlation
between the reduction in performance following constant-PO exercise across intensity domains
and a range of durations of preceding exercise. The current study also highlighted that perceptual
responses, such as RPE, relate to the exercise capacity within the severe-intensity domain.
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Table 1. The average PO, ventilatory and gas exchange variables during the last 5-min of each constant-PO condition and the total
work performed during each constant-PO condition and subsequent TTF trial is presented.

*
‡

Variable

LT-5%

Delta50

MLSS-5%

MLSSp

MLSS+5%

PO (W)

142 ± 25

174 ± 31*, ‡, §, ¢

188 ± 38*, §, ¢

198 ± 39*, ¢

208 ± 41*

V̇O2 (L·min-1)

2.29 ± 0.33

2.62 ± 0.32*, ‡, §, ¢

2.76 ± 0.40*, §, ¢

2.88 ± 0.44*, ¢

3.04 ± 0.56*

RER

0.91 ± 0.03

0.91 ± 0.03

0.94 ± 0.06

0.94 ± 0.04

0.93 ± 0.04

V̇E (L·min-1)

63 ± 7

78 ± 9*, ‡, §, ¢

87 ± 11*, §, ¢

96 ± 13*, ¢

115 ± 20*

fR (breath·min-1)

32.3 ± 5.4

38.7 ± 6.8*, ¢

41.4 ± 9.3*, ¢

44.2 ± 10.1*, ¢,

52.9 ± 8.5*

Total Work (kJ)

337 ± 67

382 ± 78*

391 ± 79*

399 ± 85*

396 ± 76*

Variable

MLSS15

MLSSp

MLSS45

PO (W)

198 ± 39

198 ± 39

198 ± 39

V̇O2 (L·min-1)

2.84 ± 0.41

2.88 ± 0.44

2.90 ± 0.47

RER

0.94 ± 0.05

0.94 ± 0.04

0.93 ± 0.05

V̇E (L·min-1)

88 ± 10

96 ± 13£

103 ± 23£

fR (breath·min-1)

39.8 ± 8.2

44.2 ± 10.1£

49.9 ± 12.1£

Total Work (kJ)

242 ± 59

399 ± 85£, ∞

561 ± 106£

Different from LT-5%
Different from MLSS-5%

§

Different from MLSSp
Different from MLSS+5%
£
Different from MLSS15
∞
Different from MLSS45
P < 0.05
¢

Table 2. Peak ventilatory and gas exchange, heart rate, blood lactate, and perceptual responses during the ramp-incremental test and
each TTF trial.
Variable

Ramp-

TTFb

TTFLT-5%

TTFDelta50

TTFMLSS-5%

TTFMLSSp

TTFMLSS+5%

incremental
TTF duration (s)

-

330 ± 52

300 ± 74†, ‡, §, ¢ 251 ± 70 €, §, ¢

194 ± 55 €, ¢

155 ± 62 €, ¢

80 ± 26 €

V̇O2peak (L·min-1)

3.39 ± 0.16

3.48 ± 0.18

3.45 ± 0.21

3.37 ± 0.16

3.36 ± 0.15

3.28 ± 0.16

3.22 ± 0.18

V̇E (L·min-1)

160 ± 29

155 ± 28

151 ± 31

151 ± 32

147 ± 33

147 ± 31

141 ± 27

HR (bpm)

181 ± 7

174 ± 6

177 ± 5

178 ± 8

180 ± 5

178 ± 11

179 ± 5

[La-]b

11.2 ± 2.0

10.6 ± 2.5

10.2 ± 3.1

9.3 ± 2.9

9.1 ± 1.9

9.5 ± 2.6

9.4 ± 3.0

RPE

8.9 ± 1.1

9.2 ± 1.1

9.3 ± 0.8

9.6 ± 0.9

9.5 ± 0.9

9.5 ± 0.7

9.7 ± 0.5

Variable

Ramp-

TTFb

TTFMLSS15

TTFMLSSp

TTFMLSS45

incremental
TTF duration (s)

-

330 ± 52

234 ± 69 €, §, ∞ 155 ± 62 €, ∞

101 ± 66 €

V̇O2peak (L·min-1)

3.39 ± 0.16

3.48 ± 0.18

3.46 ± 0.17

3.28 ± 0.16

3.15 ± 0.15

V̇E (L·min-1)

160 ± 29

155 ± 28

154 ± 31

147 ± 31

131 ± 25

HR (bpm)

181 ± 7

174 ± 6

175 ± 7

178 ± 11

178 ± 6

[La-]b

11.2 ± 2.0

10.6 ± 2.5

9.3 ± 2.9

9.5 ± 2.6

7.1 ± 2.5

RPE

8.9 ± 1.1

9.2 ± 1.1

9.6 ± 0.7

9.5 ± 0.7

9.5 ± 0.9

Note: Each variable was computed as the highest 30-second rolling average during the ramp-incremental and each TTF trial.
TTF duration (s) results:
€
Different from TTFb
†
Different from TTFDelta50
‡
Different from TTFMLSS-5%
§
Different from TTFMLSSp
¢
Different from TTFMLSS+5%
∞
Different from TTFMLSS45
P < 0.05

Figure 1. Group mean data (with SD bars) (n=11) displaying V̇O2 (A, B), V̇E (C, D), [La-]b (E,
F), RPE (G, H) during 30-min constant-PO rides at MLSS+5% (light grey circles), MLSSp (grey
circles), MLSS-5% (white circles), Delta50 (dark grey diamonds), LT-5% (white diamonds), and
during MLSS15 (light grey circles) and MLSS45 (dark grey circles). For each variable, the
average of the last 2 min of each condition were compared.
*

Different from TTFLT-5%

‡

Different from TTFMLSS-5%

§

Different from TTFMLSSp

¢

Different from TTFMLSS+5%

£

Different from TTFMLSS15

∞

Different from TTFMLSS45

(P < 0.05)

Figure 2. Group mean data (with SD bars) (n=11) displaying the individual responses in TTF
performance expressed as a percentage of TTFb (A, B), and the reduction in TTF performance
and each 30-min intensity expressed as a percentage of MLSSp (C) and each exercise duration at
MLSSp (D). Correlations are based on the individual data and the black line represents the line of
best fit.
*

Different from TTFLT-5%

‡

Different from TTFMLSS-5%

§

Different from TTFMLSSp

¢

Different from TTFMLSS+5%

£

Different from TTFMLSS15

∞

Different from TTFMLSS45

(P < 0.05).

Figure 3. Group mean data (with SD bars) (n=11) displaying the relationship between the
reduction in TTF performance expressed as a percentage of TTFb, and [La-]b (A, B) and RPE (C,
D) evaluated immediately prior to the commencement of each TTF trial. Correlations are based
on the individual data and the black line represents the line of best fit.

Figure 4. Group mean data (with SD bars) (n=11) displaying the total amount of work
performed during each constant-PO and TTF trial (A, B), and the reduction in TTF in relation to
the total work during each constant-PO condition (C, D). Correlations are based on the individual
data and the black line represents the line of best fit.
*

Different from TTFLT-5%

£

Different from TTFMLSS15

∞

Different from TTFMLSS45

(P < 0.05).

